ArtAK Has Announced The Launch of Their Air
Plant Wall Planter: The Air Knots Kits
October 11, 2018
ArtAK, based in Miami, FL, has announced the launch of their new Air Knots Kits on Amazon. This
original product, with patent pending, is available through http://bit.ly/ArtAKplants. The Air Knots
product line opens a new window into vertical gardening and epiphytes plant display as well as
growing ArtAK’s other line of products, Planters, Backpacks and Handbags.
A representative from ArtAK declared: “We love plants everywhere. Epiphytes in particular are
original, decorative and have amazing air cleaning properties. With Air Knots, people now have the
opportunity to include Tillandsia air plants and Orchids inside their home and work environment in a

modern, elegant, space saving and organic way.”

ArtAK manufactures Air Knots in five attractive colors: white, black, green, grey and silver. Currently
offered in 3 and 5 piece kits, with or without plants included, Air Knots are an ideal way to display
plant collections and make unique gifts. All kits include Air Knots, installation screws for wood or
drywall and instructions card.
Air Knots are easy to install and designed for years of enjoyment. Plants may be slid on and off Air
Knots for watering or to vary the display. Air Knots arms may be adjusted repeatedly, giving the user
freedom of creativity and making display adjustments easy and precise. Suitable for indoor as well as
outdoor use, the representative points out: “ We want people to be able to enjoy their creations in a
dynamic way just like in nature. With Air Knots, tree trunks will house more air plants and orchids and
living spaces will be filled with clean air and the good vibes living plants bring into them.”
Air Knots have also proven to be very popular as housewarming and corporate gifts as they make an
amazing token of appreciation in a modern, unisex and environmentally friendly way.
While only recently launched on Amazon, the product has already attracted several positive reviews
from happy customers. People found it to be incredibly user friendly and they love the fact that the set
includes everything they need to install it as well as the quality of the plants included. “I'm in love with
my air plants, the wall looks amazing, I love the simple and minimalist style of the air knots. I've been
following the directions that come with the kit and 3 of the air plants have had flowers already. Thank
you ArtAK!!” says an Amazon customer.

The gardening tool set is currently available exclusively on Amazon, thereby offering further shoppers'
protection.
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